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vnitTisa: A VENTURE DOTO THE DYNAMICS OF CRE-
ATIVE IMPRESSION - Order No. 7901018

ALLAN, Robert James, A.D. The University of Michigan, 1978.
139pp.. Chairperson: Barbara Bono

Working from the basic assumption that creativity le funda-
mental to the acquisition of language skills, this paPer endeav-
ors to explore some Processes.basic to original, experiential,
this's meaningful written ekpression and to suggest metheds of
developing a writer's creative aptItudiet Heightened awareness
of one's day-to-day world and recognition of the conibinatorial
power of language are key factors in this exploratlon.

The study of the mental processes and how they relate to
` written expression was undertaken with the 4ntention of offering

an alternative to what Ken Mac rode (Uptaught; 1970) has labeled
"Engfish*--unfeeling, sometimes confused, ma,ny times institu-
tionalized language: Writing teachers have long deplored saeh
superficiality and deadness in studeet writipg, bat.not enough
has been done to remedy it.

In order to exercise our associative mechanisms, which play
a key rolwin creative expression, we must 'have sufficiently
large amounts of data, in general, and sensory stimuli, in par-
ticulai. The more data supPlied to the mind, the more inter-
relationship% it can create.' This takes awareness and sensi-
tivitythe cornerstones of creative development. Aqdthe
greatest source of ortginal (viz. immediate and personalized,
senspry and conCrete),datab one's own experience. Therefore,
this boundless, and original source should provide the bulk of
material for the student-writer. At the same time, use.oLsen-
son modifiers and streatn of constiousness offers the associa- .
tive proeesses opportunity for development.

Many of. the concepts as well as the exercises (synaesthe\
word combination', for example) set fortnan this paper presum
a certainchild-like attitude; in fact, find their origins in child-
like thought 'processes. When combined with the adult mentality,
however, these mechanisms enable us to restructure experience
vialanguage artistically..applied. . -

The paper begins with a rather conventional though, at the
same.time, creative method of accuMulating vocabulary. The
suggested technique taps secondary Sources, and entails !le
creative.manipulation of borrowed phrases. It introduces! the
student-writer to the study of variations.

On the assumption that effective written images allow the
reader to conjure up corresponding mental images, mental
imaging exercises as well as exercises utilizing (concrete)
written images are considered and their effectiveness evalu-,
Med. Apperception exercisee have been included which are de-
signed to develop the writer's ability tb use relevant memory
traces. The stream of consciousness technique can then be
usefully examined and practiced by the student-writer.

Through metaphor, a writer can not only make the strange
familiar, but-also render everyday experience in new and ex-
citing ways, making the familiar 'strange. It is even possible

^ for a Writer to make the strange otranger by.putting the Unfath-
omable into psychically-affected language. This possibility is
touched upon in a brief study of Edgar Allan Pcre's poetic meta-
phor. Finally, a pracTical study of conventional metaphor is ini-
tiated and various,exercises suggested for the student-writer.

. Journal wriUng can be Lnyaluable in any composition course.'
Resides shirpening consciousness, in general, Journal writing
promotes Introspective observation and sensitivity because the ..

rellictancy most of us hive in showing our most sensitive re-
sponses is for the most part allayed' through the anonymity ex-
tentitid.by the symbolic encapsulation of these responses in lit-
rary images, and through the privacy of a limited readerilhit.

In.Sonclusion,-it is suggested that there should be greater
effOrt exerted by schools and colleges to develop the creati
potent*, otstudent -Writei.i. Innate. language skills (such as
tonistructioe of meesphoarsAnd an'alogies), further developed,
be meitul in formal as well as imaginative writing. At the same
lime, various literary devices, which have counterparts in the
Moiety of riAntal organization; can'be studied and practiced for
their own intrinsic value'. This, in itself, can be a rewarding'
eaperience for the student-writer.

If
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THE EFFECTS OF MODULAR SCHEbULING ON STUDENT
SUCCESS IN FIRST-SEMESTER FRESHMAN COMPOSITION

Order No. 7824573
------- .

CRANE, Vicki Ann, Ed.D. Northern Arizona University, 1978.
73pp. Aiiviser: Dr..Ray R. Hagelberg

Three research questions were examined in this study:
.:

I. Are studente more successful in first-semester fresh-
man 'Composition on the modular schedule or the fradi.
tional schedule?

1 1. .

2. Do students receive a larger proportion of hither grades
on the modular or traditional Schedule?

.

3. Is there any difference in the ffect of sex or ethnicity
on success in freshman comOsition as a functiOn of
traditional or modular schedtping?

tion of students at Arizona West n College (AWC), Yuma,
The sample for,this study was rawn from the total popula-

Arizona, who took first semestrl composition in,the fall Semes-
ter between 1972 and 1975. Fi'iour instructors were selected for-
the study from the total pop4tion of eight freshman composi,
lion instructors. Selection was based on the fact that the four.

-.instructor's taught,freshman composition at AWC during all
four years wider inveetig'ation. Rosters for use in the study
were selected to match the first two years, prior tO the incep-
tion of modular scheduling, with the second two yeart, after 'the
inception of modular sctfeduling, according to course by instruc-
tor. Students selected 'for the study were those whose names ap-..-
peared on the selected faculty roster's. Hence; the control group
consisted of 227 cases who took freshman composition in a tra-
ditional fifteen-week semester; the experimental group con-
sisted of PI3 cases who took the saMe content in five-week modu-

',.lar blocks. Comparisons between the experimental and control
groups were made todetermine the effects of the modular sched-
ule on student euccese aSsne,asured..by in#tructer grades;

--I.--- AnalesITI rhedata lead to the following findings related to
the three yesearch questions previously mentioned:

1. The chi-square indicated that students are more success-
ful on the modular schedule.

2. k comParison of the grade distributions for the two ached-
ules showed an upward *shift of 19.21 percent of the
grades given on the modular schedule whichdemonstrates
that a larger proportion of students receive higher
grades on the modular schedule. ..

3. Both males and females were more succelisful on the
ornodular schedule. Anglo-Americans were more suc-

,Aessful on the modular schedule; Mexican-American
stadents and students of other ethnic groups were rtot.
Anglo-American females and females of other ethnic
groups were more successful on the modular sch le;

. Mexican-!American females were not. Anglo-Am dean
males were more successful on the modular sch ule;
Mexican-American malesand males of other etlnic

- groups were not.
,

The results of this study suggest that studenkts are More
successful in first-semester freshman composition on the mod-
ular schedule khan on the traditional 'schedule. .

An unexpected finding of this study was that the prupertiOn
of minority males who received credit on the modular schedule
eXceeded the proportiOn of minority females who received
redit, a reversal of the usual trend for females to be more

cessful in i'Veshman composition, a fact supported by this
Much% ' . ' .

sults of this study imply that because students receive.,
higher iirades in frestanan composition on t,he modular sehed-
uW, they may be developing better writing skills, as evidenced
bithese improved grades which measure the degree'ot cern-

.peteneyqbtained. ,

These results;therekire, 'support the us% of modular tsched-.
Wing for.the teachinrbf freshman cOmposition.



OINOWTH IN WRITING ABILITY TlytOUGR IMMERSION IN
A UNIVERSITY DISCIPLINE Order'No. 7905007

DONANEY, .4rt1s Theresa, Ed.D. .Boston University School .
ot Education, 1978. 131a. Major Professor: Thomas G. 1
Devine

The purpose of this study was to determine whether students'
writing skills improved as a result of a four year immersion
in a university discipline. The study was carried out at the
University of New Brunswick and the disciplines involved were 4
civil engineering, forestry, business administratien, nursing,
mechanical engineering, forest. esgineering, English, ,history .
and eeciology. The University. of New Brunswick does not have
a compulsory freshman compositien program, and therefore
with the exeeption of the students engineering and for-
estry - two disciplines which have compulsory technical wetting
instruction in their third and fourth year respectively - none of .

the other students had any formalized writing instruction while
at tht university. Improvement in writing skills, therefore, for
thostiltho did net have this instruction, would have had to come
Irom the reading and writing assignmente which formed part of
the requirements for courses in their particular discipline.

A comparison of results froin a standardized test, which was
initially administered to Uie students at freshman entrance and
readministered to them in their graduating yeir,.was used to
determine the findings. Researched eisays which were written
tly the students in the spring of their graduitheg year as part of
their course requirement were, with the students' permission,
c011ected from the instructors of these courses. The assump-

k tion was made thit the scores from the researcher egsays and
the scores from the standardized test would show a positive
correlation, and because of this, the, researched _essays would
be used to substantiate the findings of the standardized test
scores. '

Although the central concern of the study was the determina-
tion of growthen writing ability as a result of extended immec,
sion in in academic discipline, a secondary concern was the
deter/111,1*ton ,of the benefit of the Writing instruction Courses.

'It wan expected that the effects of the writing instruction would
tie reflected in the ecores frOm the standardized test and in the
scores from the essays.

A statistical analysis was carried out on the- data and th
major findings were-as follows.. ,

(a) Growth in writing skills did bccur (atilthe 0.05 level of'sig-
hificance) for both organization and style. E.es growth accrued
in organization than in style. Although significant, this incre-
ment in growth fdr the total sample- wie eery small._,.
(b) The students who had writing instruction had lower post
scores on their standardized tf;st than the students who did not
have this instruction. However, the 0/citing-instructed students
made greater gains frdm pre-test to post-test in both writini
categories' - style arid otgarfization.

(e) There was no significant differehce between the score's on
the researched essays of those who had received .writing
instruction 'and those who had not received this insPrubtion.
(a) Essay scores were generally higher in both Categories of

-writing than were the scores of 'the Standirdized test.
. -'(e) A titillative correlatiOn did not exist between the scores on

the essays and the scores On the, standardized test.

Theartindings would indicate thit being immereed in A uni-
versity .disclpfine.and cirrying out the writing and reading re-

*.\,_,quirernents for that discipline wilknotaubstantially indrehse a
student's writing skills. As well, if tte slow growth nature of
literacy is to be taken into acceunt, writing instruction courses
should be ef\eonside'ribly lOnger duration than one semester.

Areas416ofuture research ire suggesied.

A COMPARISON OF A MASSED AND A SPACED FILM
PRESENTATION AS STIMULI FOR CREATIVE WRITING
(Yir FOURTH AND FIFTH GRADERS Order No. 7907331

FERNANDEZ, Antonio Alfonso, Ph.D. Michigan State Univer-
sity, 1978. 220pp.

a Research on the uie of films in education has diminished
Since its Golden Age, the years during and immediately follow-
ing World War II. The dec line has been Occurring, unfortu-

, stately, during the decades when motion pictures and television
have become increasingly influential in- the society.

For this study an animated, silent motion picture was de-
. signed to be used in two methods of presentation as stimulation

for the original writing of fourth and fifth grade children. The-
....film was open-ended; the story built to a climax and then

stopped. In film version A, the Spaced presentation, four
stopping points of eight seconds each were used to interrept
the viewing and engage the students in a questioning-listtining-
thinking activity based upon the film's developing story. In
version B, the Massed presentation, no stops were included;
the same questioning-listening-thinking activity occurred atter
the film viewing. It was hypothesized that if Student-teacher
Interaction occurred.wlthin the viewing, the resulting stimulus

. for creative writing would be greater than if the same Inter-
action occurred after the viewing.

The population for the study included four classrooms of
. fourth graders and four classrooms of_ fifth graders, a total of

171 children; in a suburban metropolitan school district. Cliss-
rooms were randomly assigned to the two treatment modes.
The experimenter introduced the film, presented the questions
at the designated points, and asked the children to write
interesting endings for the unfinished film. The writings ofboth student groups were mixed together and presented as oneset of papers to two trained ratets for evaluation toiing a ho-

eneral impression marking inetrement. ;Correlation ofr response wae:130. Rater evaluations for the two modesof presentation were rank-ordered from 1 to 171 and analyzed_by the Mann-Whitney test for two inilependent samples. Sig-nificant difference was found between the Massed and the' Spaced presentations (s .01) in favor of the Massed viewing;

)h
at is, children who were asked all questions after viewing the' film wrote papers that received higheraverage scores thanchildren who were asked the same questions at intervals within .the viewing sequenCe. This result is.contrary to the main hy-:pothesis proposed in the design of the.etudy.
TM following research questions were also examined(1) correlitions between the student writings and the students'. reading scores on the Michigan Educational Assessment Pro-gram; (2) differences in the quality of writing of boys and girls.. A correlation was,found between the students' writing and theirn re'Uiing ability as Measured-by the Michigan Educational As.:'seasment.Program reading examination ( s- .001). Differencesby lax were significant within the Spaced presentation, in favorof Orbs (s .05). No differences in the writings by sex werefound in the following: between total groups'for versions Aand B; within the Messed presentation; in the top quartiles ofboth lite Massed and Spaoed presentations; arid in the bottbmquartiles of both the Massed and Spaced presentations.The results of.this study indicate that film can be used ef-fectliely in writing lessons when ceimbined-with student-teacherinteraction. Further research is needed to determine the mosteffective modei of presentation tor instructional films, A mod-Ificatton of the design of this study, incorporating open discus-sion rather than closed questioning, would be feasible if a largenumber of elassrooms were available. .

;
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CHARLEINELIOT AND 'THE TEACHING OF COMPOSITION
i Order No. 7907873 ."-

FLAHEFTY, 'Terrance Joseph, Ph.D. Northwestern University,'
19111. 26Ipp. Adviser Wallace W. Douglas .

dharles W. Eliot, preeident of Harvard from 1869 to 1909;
was important in shaping the schoOl subject we call English

composition. This study examines_the social thought Of Eliot
in two related areas: the teaching of composition and the clus-
ter of concepts associated with the phrase "language and nation-
alism.* .

.
.

Part one of this dtsSertation (Chapters Two through Five)
argues that Eliot had an important role in defining the subject
English. Chapter Two describes the state of mother-tongue
instruction in 1869 in the United State's, Eliot spoke of "educa-
tional construction" as a more appropriate term than educa-
tional reform for what he was trying to do, and this is clearly
illustrated by the chaotic conditions in mother-tongue instruc-
tion. I pay particular attention to rhetorical instruction at Har-
vard before 1869, focusing' especiall}f on the practice-of Edward
Tyrrell Charming, who may be called the first serious teacher
of composition in this country. .

.

Chaptes Three examines what Eliot said about mother-
tongue study. While Eliot was a prolific writer and speaker,
he never devoted an entire'article or speech to mother-tongue
instruction. Yet his statements make it clearthat composition
was to be the sore of the currizultim, the one-subject that each
child was to study throughout his formaLschooling.

Chapter Four examines Eliot's attempts to "stimulate' the
schools in the area of 'mother-tongue instruction. Three chief
attempts are examined: entrance requirements and examina-
tions, the repotts of the Committee on-Compositionand Rhetoric
to the Overseers of Harvard College, and the Report of the
COmmittee of Ten.

Chapter Five examines the growth-of Harvard's English
department from 1869 to 190-9. Harvard's English department
was important at a model for other colleges and universities.

\,...rliot's appointment of Adams Sherman Hill, "high priest of
correctness and conformity to good usage,* as Boylston Pro-
fessor of Rhetoric and Oratory, was in important step in defin-
ing composition. Elioesappointment of Francis James Child,
a German-trained scholar, as Harvard's first professor of
English; was animportant step in defining the subject English.
Through.his important appointments Eliot joined disparate Stud-
ies into one subject, and shaped our concept of what an English
department should do.

Part Two of this dissertation seeks to determine %here
Eliot got the idea for joining such disparate studies together,
and why Eliot felt that composition was such an important study.
Chapter Six argues that Eliot's mother-tongue cUrriculum was
modeled on the German mother-tonguercurricutiVe. It de-

., ..itcribis mother-tongue instruction- in GeAnany during the nine.
teenth.century, and points out similarities.between the Germall
mother-tongue curriculum and the curriculum Eliot worked for
and advocated. .

Although Eliot used Bic. German mother-tongue curriculum__
as a model, his goals and motives were different than those of
German educators and theorists.. Chapter Seven introduces a
few cOncepts whieh areossotiated with-language and nation-
alism, examinee the traditione of American language nation-
alism, and suggests tgat Elioes goals and motives are best

'explained in terms orAmerican language nationa1ism Eliot,
and other A erican t eorists and educators whose st temente

ent -view of-what language is.an what
'language ins iction ihould do than Geman"theorists..and edu- -
caters. These different 00/8 account for Eliot's emphasis on
composition and his willingness to use the.German curriculum
as a general, model while altering itwto serve a differeet,end..

I

TRANSFER EFFECTS OF CAITICAL THINKING ITIS'I'litt1C:
TION IN DEBATE TO EiPOSITOUY WRITING

Order No. 7919721

GEHRKE, Anitra Lynne Reed, Ed.D. University of California
Los Angeles, 1979. 1374. Chairman: Professor Charlotte ACrabtree

This study investlgatettchether an Instructional unit empha:
sifting the steps of partition lig the argument and recognizing
warrants in arguments, as taught in debate, would contribute to
Successful expository writing: Criti6al th'inking skills utilized
both in the oral mode cff debate and the wilotten mode of corn:
position were delineated. An Instructionar progiam was de-
veloped to teach the process 'of partiiioning the argument and
the skill of recognizing warrants in arguments:

Hypotheses predicted that experimental subjects, instructed -
in the critical thinking processes of debate, would (1) score
significantly higher.on the WISTTRA Evaluation of Reasoning
Test than controlt3; and (2) score significantly higher-on the
written expository, essay task than controls.

In addition, it was hypothesized that experimental subjects
scoring %higher on the WjSTTRA pre-testt would score signifi-
cantly higher on the written essay post-test than would experi-
mental subjects scoring low on the WISTTRA pre-test.

This study employed a quasi-experimental pre-test, post-
test control grOup design. Subjects were 106 freshman tnil
sophomore high school Students in a 4 intact, 3-level ..linisres
from the Kern Union High School District. Intact classes were'
randomly assigned to the experimental and control (English
composition) classes.

Effects of the two Instructional treatments were studied for
the following outcomes: (1) students' critical thinking skills,
measured by performance on the Wisconsin Tests of Testimony
and Reasoning (WISTTRA), Test R-1, selected to test the ability
to recognize and select data, warrants, and claims; and (2)stu-.
derits' cdrnPoiltion skilts,-demonstratea in two pre-test and two

post-test 300-word expository essays. To score students'
eesays, theDiederich Scale was modified to include the 5 sub-
scales of general merit, organization of ideas, use of details,
mounting of argument with clarity, and mechanics. Descriptors
were developed to differentiate performance along a 10-point --
scale for each categbry of the instrument. Estimates of inter-
reader reliability, made on the basis of 100 training essays in-
dependently read and graded by two credentialed teachers, were
consistently high.

Data were analyzed by the Statistical Package for the Social
Studies (SPSS). Condescriptive, ANOVA, Descriptive, Cross-
tabs, and Pearson Correlation programs were utilized. The
main results of the study were: .

(1) Students who received a 10-week unit emphasizing the
ills of partitioning the argument and recognizing warrants

in arguments signifisantly outperformed control subjects in
criticar thinking skMs measured by the Wisconsin Tests of
Testimony and Reasoning Assessment, Test R-1 (p<.007).
Subjects' level (freshman or sophoinve) did not affect azhieve-
ment on this variable. With reading achievement controlled,
the effecj* of the instructional program on students' reasoning
performance on the WISTTRA were again judged significant
(p<.038). -

(2) Students Au) received the 10-Aeek instruCtionat unit- in
partitioning the argument and recognizing warr4nts in argu-
ments scored higher on the post-test compositions than contrOl

.students in composition classes. Although a trend in'the. pre-
dieted direction can be claimed, significanee al the .05 level
was not aChieved. ANCOVAs, with pre-test' composItIonecores
used as 'covariate controls, were also run to test the signifi-
cance of between-groupg differences in students' ability to or-
ganize nd to moiint arguments with clarity in*written com-
positions. In organization, results were mixed. Experimental
subjects significantly outperformed controlo on one but not both
Of the two post4eSt essays. On measures of.ability to mouM
arguments with clarity, nO significant differences were ob-
tsIned. Students enrolled in debate were not disadvantaged by
their instructional unit 'and Scored as well as students in a
basic English course who were receiving pnactIce in composi-
tion writing.



(3) No significant relationships Were found between critical
Ilk ;Iiinktni, as memured"by 'the Wisconsin Teets of Testimony

And Rasoning Assessment. Test R-I,- and 'compostkion writing,
nti measured by the 5 subseale modification of the Dlederich .

Grading ScalelMiirit, Organiiaiion, Detail,.'Xrgumekand
Mechanical: 0

A STUDY OF THE REMEDIAL rIGLISH COURSE AT BALL'
STATE UNIVERSITY AND A PROPOSAL ,FOR A MORO. EF-
ijECTIVE METHOD OF TEACHING REMEDIAL COMPOSI-
TION.; Order No; 7905236 .

Ball State University,
.r

JENNINGg Kathleen Aiin English, Ed.D.
1978. 306pp.

h

Since the first course in-rhetoric began at Harvard in the
' 1890's; college and unlyersity English departments haye been

-coneerned about the writing proficiency of freshmen. This con-
cern wasAnagnitied by the adoption of open-admissions policies.
in the sixties, and as a result an/ English departments began .
developing remedial English c rses to deal with the unpre-

.

pared student.
This. study OrbPoes to invest ate this developmeot from.

a variety of perspectives. Its main purpose is topresent a
model textbook for remedial composition, explatn how it was
Used, and analyze the results of its use in the.classrooni. The
first three chapters provide a- justification for sucttla textbook.
The first chapter contains a discussion on the changing attitudes
toward education in general and freehman composition in par-
ticular that have resulted from the drop in SAT scOres and the
adoption of open-admissions policies.

The second chapter is an analysis bf information about re-
medial programs at American universities based on a question-
naire which asked the following questions: 1) How do you Wen-
tyy the remedial student?,-..2) What is.the felatiOn of your
',medial program to your reguiarprograin? ,3) Who teaches
your remedial courses? It there' an orientation program for
the stall? 4) What is the focus of your curriculum? the sen-
tence/ the paragraph? the essay? 5) What texts are you us-
ing? 6) DO you have any self-study documents that we conic, g

lee ?
The third -chapter is a history oi the development of the 're-

medial English conrse at Ball..State University over the past
five years, It includes an evaluation of the texts that have been
used, the different types of standardized tests that have been
given, and the progress of a selection of 102 students.

The fourth chapter is the model textbook, Begipning Writing,
that was used in two special sections of English 1(c.i/ in tlie-WIT''
Quarter of 1976.. EAth chapter of BeginnitaiWritinkfollows
the same format. FiThIkthere is an illustrative quotation, usu-
allY from A literary work, followed by a carefully written intro-
duction to the various forms qf writing assigned in the.remedial
English program, Next are three illustrative essays: one by

:a professional writer, one.by a strong student Writer, and one
by a weak student writer. 'Each selection is followed hy ques-
tions related to its organization and development, assignments
for a journal, and a list of theme topics, Finally, there is A
cartoon that emphasizes a major point discussed with the chap-
ter.

The fifth chapter contains a journal of the'quarter and case
studies of iweive students from ,the two, sections winch Used
Be inni Writins.,. This analysis identifies the strong fbaturee

the textboqk and those sections that will require revision.

(0.

AMIBTORY OF: AUOIENCE PERCEPTIONS EMBEDDD IN
.. -

THE THREE sr YLES TR4DITION IN RHETORIC

. Order No. 7910990
,6

.. 'MACALLISTER, Joyce Lynn,' Ph.D. The University of 'Few
'. at AUstin, 1978. 182pp. Supervisor:, James'1,,. Klaneavy

This study examines perceptions of the aodience embedded'
in depictions of the ehree styles doctrine in rhetoric: it sur-
veys repreflentati've texts used for instruction in thetoric and
ctImposityon during the classical, medieval, and Renaissance
periods arisen as during ;the eighteenth, nineteenth; andlwen-
tietb centuries. Questiont which govein the examination of
individual hips include the following: 1) what are the author's `
bas of distinction between each of the three styled? 2) *what
psychological value does he attribute' to individual elements ,
or features of style? 9) what overall effe'd doe he attribute
to combinations of elements he designatek as si ple, middle,
or elevated styles? Questions which govern t study'Acon-
elusions include: 1) how'have conceptions of the nature and
function of each of the three etyles changed through history?
2) which, if any, effect evaluations of particplor elem'ente of
style have remained..canstant? 'The study cqncludes that, while f
judgments of style's most-comptlling cOnstituents have varied
through history, many effect evaluations of portico* atynstic:
elements have remained constant and may, therefore, be of use
to contemporary composition theory. The study further con-
chNies that concern for the.auditor as' a primary source of
language decisions has deteriorated in many sienificant texts
composed Since the eighteenth century.. The researcher sug-'
gest! that instructional methods used to improve high school
and college,writing may better serye the student's needs if "

they are revised to incOrpoiate idformation and strategies §

which will help him analyze the demands of his audience.
. ,

1

p.

THE PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS, INSTRUCTIONAL PRAC-
TICES, AND ATTITUDES OF SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS OF ENGLISH CONCERNING
THE TEACHING pF COMPOSITION Order,po. 7907615

McCLANAHAN-DEVET, Rebecca Lou, Ph.D. University of
South Carolina, 1978. 158pp.

The:purpose of this study was to determine answers to the
following questions:

1) What instructional practices cftracterize the high
school teacher of composition in the state of Sout
Carolina?

3) What profensional opinions are held by South Carolina
high school English teachers concerningthe teachingI
of writing?

3) What are the personal attitudes of English teachers in
South Carolina,high schools concerning writing and the
teaching of writing?

A nandom.sample of 400 high scbool English tbacherk vas
drawn from the total yopulation of high school'English teacher.
in'the State of South Carolina:.--- A four-page qftestionnaire writ -
ten by the inVestigator wai sent to these 400 teachers, andI98
of the.* teachers returned the questionnaire. In addition, the
investigator observed in.thirty Advanced Composition class-

- rooms throUghout the state, using an observational checklist..
Mit result of the responses f,rOm the questionnaire andob-

servations in English classrooms, the following findings wee,
made:

1) Teachers were in agreement on several issues related
. to the teaching of writing. In particular, the majority of

teachers Showed belief in thb importance of the interre-
lationships among the components of the English curric-
ulufn (language, literature, and composition), belief in

,the Importance of tbe writing pi-omits as well as the
product, andifeilief in the value of formal grammar study
as a method for improving writing.



. .
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2).Teachers reported that approximately half Of the class .

tize 'vas devotetto literature and writing instructidn,
with one-filurth of the time' devotad to.literature and oat -

"fourth Of theAime deioted tnwriking. The other half of .

tinie according to teacher*, was devoted tO grammar,
_thillb:ry,-spelling, and oral activities. Duifng the Oho

rvations inZnglishV clasiroomsit-Was found Tat
. -*ear half of the claiSsoom time'was 'pent in son* sort

A i ed.writing instrtiction and*pcactice.
.

3) About half of fhe teachers reported usually using lecture
ce diacussion whim.teaching writIng'; the remainipg I

teachers reported organizing their clasirooms into
Mall groups oi individual workshop's During obi%va-.
liens of English V classrooms, leeture and discussien

-.were found to be the molt frequently-used instructional
methods. e

1

4) .0n the quest ionnaire,.most of the teachers reported Tint
using alextbook or workbook-designed for comporsiti4,
and only approximately one-fifth of the teachers mild
they often use audiovisual aids toleach writing. During
the observations of English V clasirooths, textbooks
were.observed in use slightly more than one-fifth of the
time, and r}tidiovisual aids 'were obeerved in use slightly'
more thin one-twentieth of thelotal class tiCe.

,
2) 'The majority of the teachers responding to the question-

nuire saidthey felt less adequate to teach cOmposition
than to teach other aspects of the English cuariculum,
and only approximately one-eighth of the teachers said
they felt most adequate to teach writing. -When cross-
tabulations were computed, it was found that over half
of the teachers who had taken no courses in the teaching
of comppsition said they would rather teach other aspect'
of the English ctirriculum in lieu of composition, while
less than one-third'of the teachers who had taken two or
more courses in the teaching of composition said they
would rather teach other aspects of English.than teach
composition..

6) Atmost three-fourths o('the leacher responding said
they currently'teach over 100 stu per day, and al-
most half said evaluating and gra .composttions ip
their hardest task in composition instruction. In additlpn,
the changes most often suggested try teachers for improv-
ing the te3ching of writing mere concernedwith evaluation
and gradiii, class load, and organization of the school
curriculum.

THE EFFECT OF SENTEkE-COMBINING PRACTICE ON
REMEDIAL COLLEGE STUDENTS' SYNTACTIC MATURITY,
'PUNCTUATION SKILLS AND READING ABILITY

Order.No. 4909703

MENENDEZ,"Diane Susan, Ph.D. Indianillniiersity, 1949..
. ,.141pp.. Chairman! Dr. Michael C. Flanigan

The purpose of this study was to determine whether weekly
sentence-combining activities, practiced as.part of a One-se-
mester remedial Colle.ge:com'poSition course, would influence
students' language performance 19hree Areas:. writing per-.
formance as indicated by syntactic measures and holistic rat-
ing of writing quality;:punchiation skills; and reading perfor-

The study examined the work of 102 freshmen, selected.An
the basis of standardized teSt scores, -who were'as'signed to'one
of three trektment conditions: Fortyzoine students were en-
rolled in tvi6 intact experimentatclasses whichnnet three
times weekiy and practiced sentence-combining in addition to
the regular curricultirn; 26 students were enrolled in ont in-'
tact control Class wWh metthrei times weekly and received
extra writing practice in addition.to tpe regular curriculuM;
and 27 otudentsAirs control treatment 'were distributed &mon(
four regular.composition classes meeting twice weekly and
endergoing the regularcomposition curriculum.

Pre- and Post treatment writing samples end punctuatiOn
tests were collected from ail studentsT In addition 'pre- an0
:

.

.
poettösts of reeding conjprehension ancht fficIency were ad-
Minfetiqed to student; in.TreatMent coqditions 14nd 2 (those-
ateetinethree times .Weeklyl. Using T-Unit analyels proce-'
dures (Hunt, 1965), etudent writing was analyzed for six faC7.

store OI syntadtic. maturity. .F1ye composftion teachers also.
4 isseesedlhe quality of pre- and paritteat writing by rating .

.4ach essay holletie'alWeccordipg.to agreed-upon criteria.. DU-.
hirences in gains in mean slams for treatment groups on
synfactic, 'writing quality, punctuation and readi measures

"Jeer* registered on- a one-way enalySis of vari difference
nsean,gain scores between Treatments 1 and ere also..

'.00mPared by t-teet. Judged by the analyst" of variance and
test on each factor, the experimental group gains were signifi-
canny different.on only two measures.'of syntactic maturity,
clauses per T-Unit and adjective clauses per 100 T-Units,
and on one measure of punctuation, error identification. The
"bitty found no significant4i(ference in.writing tiulality or read- *

lug performance of the groups before or after treatments.
Tbe results of this study suggest that sentence-combining

methOds and materials have limited usefulness in providing a
meani for developing the written syntactic skills and punctua-
tion skills of remediM college freshmen; the methods have no

Aipperent effect on reading performance as measured by a sten=
dardized test of reading comprehension OKI efficiency, at least
under the conditions of this study.

AN APPROACH TO. TEACHING STYLE IN. SECONDARY . -

;locum COMPOSITION. Order No.' 7907142

MOSHER, Terence Dale, Ph.D. The University Ic'ol Michigan,
1978. 2110p. Chairman: A. Stephen Dunning

Defining style as persona -.4-the personality projected by
a piece of writing -- I argue in the first chapter of this dis-
sertation that style deserves much more attention than it usu-
ally receivers in secondary.English composition.. As one manna
of tiaihing 'stylistic skills to high school students, I propose
a program oflourteen exercises which'approach stile -first as
the more ()ries" spontaneous expression of personality, then
as the deliberate manipulation of diction. and syntax to create

4

-specific personas.
,Chapter II reports on an informal test of this progrem in.

a hlighschool composition class. After a detailed analysis of
students' work on each ekercise, I describe additions and re-
visions the program requires: I then present a set of five new
exercises, incorporating as many of tfiesp/thanges as pos-
sible. These revised exercisen are a refined, expanded ver- '
sion of three earlier exercidts on syntax/the difficult feature
of style that students had most trouble'controlling. In my last
chapter, I diacusa at some length a classroom test of these
exereises and conclude with a brief appraisal of the approath
I hate designed to the teaching of style.

to most members of both testing groups, the exerciaea .

suocessfully introduce the general concept of persona, the uises
of personas in everyday discourse, and se al means of de-
scribing personas accurately. Especially in ercises involving
humorous writing, writing in contrasting per* as, and imi-

' tiding familiar adult.styles'such as "Officialese," the program
also elicits writing that reflects a firm control of different
levels ofdiction. ..

FroM the work of both testing grnims, it becomes clear that
stylistic competence in general -- arid syntactic fluendy in ,
particular -- are not discrete skills, but depend heavily upon
such. things as grammatical ability, synipathy with others and
their viewpoints, facility in logic and argument, general seri -
ouaness about writing, and attention to specific features of
language. Even in the five revised exercisei, therefore, stu
dents succeed only occasionelly in manipulating syntax to
create peritonea, an "ntactic deice(' such as paral-

.1pliem and balan ye eispe, lal1)-ii6d for themlo describe
and use-. 4tnce styli ic fluency rests partlrupon deliberate
syntactic control, thee elatively demanding exercises on
syntax seem necessary. Nevertheless, the most successful °
exercises prove to be'the more playful ones -- those which ap-
proach style as the intuitive expression of perrionatity.
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cohmutisoN OF: IDED DIsc ERY. AND RECEPTION
.' STRATEGIES APPLIKITQ ENCE'CLARVICATION

IN A. hASIC ENGLISH SNILIA PROGRAM
Order No. 7911210 '

.1

M1JSCARI LO, Oscar rancis, Ph.D. Fordham.Vniversity,
1974. 2 p. Menter: 15 . Carolyn N. Redley

-T purrse of the pr sent experimental investigation was
to ermine the relativ effectiveness of the Reception ap-
Mrpach and the duiclocrDi overy approach to teaching and
lialning the Symptom Word Checklist and Revision Rules, a
semiotic device for linproving 'clarity of sentence expression.
To achieve this purpose, a validationot the checklist and rules
by experts in several fields Of language studies was obtained.

,A comparative analysis between students who learned applica-
tion.of the checklist and rules taught by the Reception approach
argi students who leareed application of the 'checklist and rules
taincht by the Guided Discovery approach was performed..

'The investigator devised methods.and materials both for
the two experimental groups and the Traditional Grammar
Group which was taught traditional grammar lessons by re-
ceptions,

In workshops conducted separately for the Traditional
mar, Reception and Guided Discovery instructors, the

stxist.uctors participating in the study were trained in the'
implementation of treatments described in handbooks designed
for each group.

During the fall 1977 semester at Jersey City St'ate College,
Jersey City, New Jersey, the,posttest scores assigned by a
team of trained scorers, for qualitaiive analysis, and a jury
of experts, for quantitative analysis, to 150 students who pa4
ticipated in the study were collected.. The analYsis of covari-
ance statistical procedure was employed to analyze the data/
The data. were analyzed according to two classifications. The
flrst.classification yielded differences between the Reception
and Guided Discovery groups. The second classificattonytelded
differences between the Traditional Grammar and the Reception
groups: Among the major coneslusions-wese:,

Comparisons between the Reception Group and the Guided
Discovery Group.

1. A significant difference in ability to identify symptom
words was found to exist between the two grou013. The differ-
ence favIred the Guided Discovery over the Reception approach.

2. IWsignificantdifference in ability to eliminate symptom
words was found to exist between the two groups. Both'ap-
proaches proved effective. ,

3. No significant difference in the ability to compose clear
sentences was found to exist.between the two groops, Both ,

approach4 proved effective..
Both the Reception and the Guided Discovery appro'aches

proved equally effective in teaching the Symptom Word Check-
list and Revision Rules applied to eliminating symptOm words
and improving clarity of sentence expression, but the Guided
Discovery approach proved more effective than the Reception.
approach in teaching students to identify symptom words.

Comparisons Between the Reception Group and theTradi-
t ions& Grom.

'T. A significant difference in ability,to eliminate symptom. -
.4 words was found to exist between the two groups. The differ-

lance favored the Reception approach over the Traditional
Grammar approach.

2. significant difference in the ability to Compose clear
. sentences Was found to exist between the two groups. The dif-
ference favored the Reception approach over the TraditiOnal
Grammar approach.

Because the Traditional Grammar group was also taugM
by reception, the diff.erences indicated in the findings may be
ascribable to.the differenee in the target information. That is,
the Symptom Word Checklist and Revision Rules taught by re-
(mitten proved more effective than traditioTia-Fiianimar lee-
sons taught by reception, in enabling students to eliminate
symptom words and improve clarpr of sentence expression.

s.
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A PROGRAM OF WRITING FOR RETIRED CITIZENS IN
SOUTH DAKOTik Order No. 7004922

MUTH, Richard Charles, Ed.b. University of South Dakota, .

1977. 123pp, Supervisor: Professof Paul B1 Otto .

The pgrpose of thisltudy was to investigate the effect of a
specifib writing Iffograrn on the improvement of writing skill,
attitude toward writing; and the self-concept, in respect to the
sox and prior educational experience, of retired people in three'
South Dakota'senior eitizen centers.

A. starchof the related literature indicated that the improve-
ment of self-concept of retired persons was a worthy goal of
the educational connmunity, and that such improvement was pos- '11
Bible through the re-establishment of communication with soci-
eta', from whichthe elderly characteristically feel alienated.
Research further indicated that successful programs had been
implemented by engaging retirees in the production of a prod-
uct of personal and societal value.

On the basis of the research and the experience of the re-
searcher as a teacher of writing,. a program was constructed
for the selected groups based on an existing writing program
for secondary/college students, authored by Ken Macron'.
(Writing to be Read, Hayden Book Company, Rochelle Park, ,
New Jersey, 1968). Selected readings were also taken frill
Peter Elbow's text, Writing Without Teachers (Oxford Univer-
sity Press, New York, 1973).

A volunteer writing progratp was implemented with thirty
members of three senior citizen centers located in the eastern
and western parts of South Dakota. The instructional goal of
the program *as for each volunteer participant to produce one
autobiographical 'case-history" whiqk the instructor antholo-
gized and published in booklet form. The writing program con-
Biked of eight two-hour blocks of instruction. The technique
of "freeiriting" was employ&i, to encourage the.writing of per- .
tonal events by initially producing a large volume of unedited
thoughts on paper. These freewritingi were then distilled into
finished production. The published product served-lb preserve
bits orperitorial hiStory lorWiteiffi, and encoiireget the antk-
orsto continue writing as a ther-apeutic and productive pastime.

The kinds of data collected were: (1) scores on pre- and
posttests of writing skill, attitude toward writing, and self-
concept; (2) the sex and educational level of each participant;
and (3) subjective 'Comments about the writing program by the
participants during the final meeting.

On the basis of t-tests of significance performed on the dif-
ference hetween the means of the scores, it was.found that, as
a group, the thirty participants made significant gains in writ-
ing 'skill, attitude toward writing, and self-concept, after par-
ticipation in this program. Results of the tests, when grouped
according to sex,.ashowed the females making highly significant
gains in all three areas, whereas the males made significant
gains only in the area of seU-conc-ept. When grouped according
to pa* educational experience; it was found that those individu-
als who had completed high school and had attended some col-:
lege made significantly higher gains than did those who had not
graduated from high school; those who had graduated from high
school but had not attended college, and those who held at least
a baccalaureate degree..

On the basis of the results of this study, it was-concluded'
that: (1) the\writing skill, the attitude toward writing, and the
sell-concept Of retired citizens can be improved through par-
ticipation in this program of Writing; (2) that Whmen tend to
make significantly higher gains thando men; and (3) that those
senior citizens who have graduated trom high sehool and have
at$ended some college tend to make'Significantly higher gains
thin those who have spent either more or fewer years in school.
On the basis of the subjective comments it was concluded tilt
participation in this program of wrifing can be enjoyable, pro-
ductive, and generally worthWhile for those who'complete it.

Results of this investigation lead to the recommenditkms
that, (I) since the male participants and participants with a
certain range of educatioaa ckground did not evidence sig-
nificknt gains on particular t ts, the nature and cause ot this
lack of -Significimt (mprov.màht should be investigated; (2) this
programof writing should be offered to as many groups of se-
nior citizen* as possible fv the improyement in self-concept
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at the.elderly; and (3) a viriety of programs be designed for
this ap group, not necessarily in writing, -but in otherlitill
hobby areas, aswell:

-
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PREPARATORY VALUE OF A
COLLEGE COURSE IN rRESHMAN COMPOSITION

Order No. 7900615

-

PHILLIPS, Lynn Atherton, Ph.D. The University of Texas at
Austin, 1978. 176pp. SupervisOr: Geneva H. Pilgrim

In the /ail semester, 1975, anew syllabus was adapted for
English 306, the general compositron course required for grad- -
tuition from The University of Texas. Thooghone,of the primary ill
goals of E. 306 is to teach freshmen to write satisfactory papers
of the. types required in upper diVision courses, none of the en-
suing evaluations of E. 306 compared the objettives described
in ,the syllabus with the wOrk actually assigned iikjunior and
senior classes. The purpose of this Study was tReheck that
correspondence. The criteria set.by this researcher for the
assessment of the preparatory value of the syllabus were (1)em,
Oasis on the'rhetoeical elements most closely related to upper
division essay grades, (2) definition of mininium standards of
acceptable writing in E. 306 which correspond to those typical
in upper division clafaes, and (3) specifications of assignments
approximating the variety of conditions characteristic of upper
division work.

*To compare the conditions Of assignmentsi questionnaires
Were sent to the teachers of 100 randomly selected upper di-
vision classes. The survey revealed that most upper division
papers are referential, either very short (up to 350 words) or
rather long (over 750 words), and usually written out of Class.
The E. 906 syllabus stresses referential writing, recommends
essays 500 to 750 words long, and makes no reference to writ-
ing.time. .

To identify the rhetorical elements most closely related to
the grades of upper division compositions, a rating instrument.

be tisby trained iValuatOrs io pro-
duce a rhetorical profile of a single essay or of a group. After
tedting and modification, thisscale was used by 3 raters wprk-
ing independently to analyze 60 gradefti referential compositions'
from 20 randomly selected upper division clas;es.. The reli-
ability of these scores was .8. A factor analysis of the scores,
showed that the upper division professors were.generally con-.
slitent in their evaluations, in that papers with the same rhe-
torical profiles usually had the same grades too. The analysis
also showed that comprehensiveness, logical relationships, .

and information valueobjectives emphasized in the'E. 306
si11ahus7-were the feattires most closely related to the grades.

Since there is no discussion of grading standards in the
E. 306 ,syliabus, upper division standards and the strictness
with'which they were applied were compared tosthe grading
practices of E. 306 teachers. Seventy-two papers from ran-
domii selected E. 306 classes were graded and then rated in-
depOndently by a representative group of E. 306 instructors.
A factor analysis of the grades and ratings showed that E. 306
teathers emphasized the same features of composition as their
upOr division counterparts; but were less consistent in their
Oading. While most C papers hadsimilar rhetorical pro-
files, many papers in the' A, la, and D-2,' groups had C pro-,
files, too. A discriminate analysis comparing the ratings and
gradeil of E. 306 ahd upper division papers showed that E. 306
teachers graded more leniently than upper division professor"!
Half of the A and 11 papers and nearly all of the C.and D-F
pikpers had Um same rhetorical profiles as.the 'poor" upieft.
'division papers. ,

'On the whole; the F.. 306 syllabus is a:good one; the eon-
. ditioss and types of writing specified correspond to those typ-

ical or upper division assignments and the rhetorical elements
mphasized in-both the syllabus and ing. 306 grading pra,c-
tices correspond to thsse considered nmst important by upper
division professors. Rut the E. 306 syllabus includes no op-
rational guidelines regarding the appinpriate degree of strict- .

nese with which to apply the standards, andahe E. 306 teachers
pass with A's some papers which would be'considered poor

.
-4

*ork in an upper division doors*, This Is significant enough to
hamper the yreparatori function of both the curriculum guide
and of the curriculum itself. Until grading practices are rela-
tively consistent among E..-306 teachers,-and-botween E. 306
teachers and upper division professors, calling E. 306 iprepa-
ratory course is an act of faith and hope. ./

A CASE FOR CONTENT: AN :EXPERIMENTAL-STUDY OF
THE PSYCHOLINGUISTIC NATURE OF THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN-TOPIC AND CALIBER OF WRITING

Order No. 7900112

PliE_E: obert Thom
vania74378. 66pp. ,C

, Ph.D.
airman:

Building on the.Com ence-Performance concept of trans-
formational-generative linguistics, this seudy endeavors to re-

Indiana University of. Pennsyl-,
Dr. James .M. DeGeorge

S.

spond to W. Ross Winterowd's mandate that 'any theory of com- .

position . . . Will Ave totake account of the disjunction between
competence and performance" (Contemporary,Rhetoric, 1975).
The study advances the theoretical hypothesis that the compos-
ing process is a wholly organic one in which variable levels of
performance occur as a result of various levelve stimulus
value associated with particular topics, and, furthermore, that
the performance level of a given composition is to a significant
extent a product of the general leve l*. affective and cognitive

,stimulus value attending a student'rencounter with a particular
topic or subject at thealme the compoSition is written.

The study examined the pre and past test essays written by
students in two sections of Eng 101 (first semester freshmen
composition) at Ipdisna University of PennsyNania during the
spring semester, 1977, in response to the topic assignment,
'What is Creativity?" The experimental part of the study was
designed to test the following hypothesis: r.

A mode of fnstruction, consisting of a collection of read-
ings augpented by an audiovisual presentation, selected and

-e.- designedlo'sttrnalate and'ehrieliffie iffe.ctive arid cognitive '
dimensions of a group of students' experience and percep-
tion of a given subjeCt will result in a correspondingly higher.
level of performance (indicative of improvell task compe-
tence) when the studentS write a composition on the subject
in the administration of the experimental treatment, one

group designated 'control" received only the readings; the
other group designated,"experimental- received the readings
augmented by the audio-visual presentation. In rating the test
eissays for purposes of statistic-id analysis, three methods of
rating were employed: holistic, forced choice, and analytical.

While-the forced choice method of rating revealed an im7
p id level of writing performance by an over* ti;argin ofy
7 8 percent to 29.32 percent, both analytical and holistic
m hods Of rating disclosed a-degree of overall improvement
that wall significant at .01 jewel of confidence. An analysis of
variance orthe gqoups trened separately disclosed a degree
of improvement, significant at levels ranging from .05 to .01
levels, of c (Once. An analysis of variance of the grOups'con-
sidered sep tely for each of the analytical categories (ideas.

e, and conventions of
sclosed degrees of im-
t" to .'significant" at

organizatio , wording, sentence structu
punctuation, spelling, and mechanics) d
provement ranging from ,"non-signifi
.05 and .01 levels of confidence.

The results of the study confirmed the retainabilityef the
xperimental hypothesis.
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PRRSbNAPN THE COMPOSING PROC1038: A tfIEC4
nvICAL FAAMEWOAR FOR 'MACAO* AND. RES'EARCH 1r,
IN COMPOSITIO,N . Order No: 7902213

,- It0111141K ReginaTufikan, 'Ph.D., The Ohio Stat:Universityo
. .1 711; ;03pp. ' Adifi sec' Professor. Donald R. Raiernad. .

The. purrs' Of this. study Is td synthesize insights from earl-
,. oue disciplines about persons ahd about wetting so ae to emerge

-'with-smoreeomplytecompeittlon theory. Out.current theory .
lacks'sufficient explanatory power, for it Mars not covet- the "new
frontier'. of BasiciVriting or various facets of the writing erint.

Central to the theerepreseeted here is the understanding
that persons are individuals and must be reAeonded to in their
*quinces if they are to leari te write effectively and enjoy-
ably and if we aie to Learn as_auch about composing as poked...

e biro. The dissertation explores various dimensions of that
:e4e1euenoss: differences inexperiences, perceptions, persope

langtiege use, handling of tire corepwsing process, states
WeveloPmental growth as v.iters, writing difficulties, unique
010 of errore; and réestiiiNr errors. and ether wuiting prob-
isms. Thidissertation rest.s.on the thesis'fhat ttention
to persons provides an important.part of the theoretical founda-
tion for,our discipline and represents a significant direction
fer berth the teaching add researching qf writing,

Altar presenting the nee4I for a more adequate.cqt4.9sttin
, theory,lteedissertatioe provide* a theoretical conieruct based on
;the centrality of theperson in the writing aer..Turning.to undee-

. standingsabouepeitnns from phenomenological sociology, philos-
ophy, and psychelogy, the diseertation preyidesevidence for' the
importance i)f per firms as writers. Thelheoretical base preiented

'c fa Chapter Twcyisconsistentevith.the emilhasiso&the self in varie
mks personality,thearies;ivith4third force" psychology, and with
henomeeoloey. The dissertat ion next cemlores varlet's facets of
the Writing act,. se as to extend understandingii of writing beyond
that of writing ascognition. Chepler.Three exemines writing as
prOcese, writing as interpersonal comMunication, writing' asc re-,

. stioe, writing arid feelings, writing 'and the uncoescious.
Emanatine from the bese provided etiout'persons and writing

. ijtAte first .threb chaPte.rs,.Chapters Four arid Five provide teach-
ing and research di recelens; far just as persons as individuals

eare canteal to the composition theory preeented here, so are-
' .ithey'eent ral (pour teac hing, and research. Chapter Four streeses-
er . a teaching direction which focuses on responding to students a ,

individuals, whether in."a tutoriaLer clalssroom eetting, so as to
uneaeth'sources for error and student perceptions of thein-
selves, writing, and their Writing pi.oblemi, The responAe to stu-
dents a'S individuals includes seeing where,they'are develop-.

vi s- A- Vis learning to write, developing self- eeflection
and Intuition It about writirig, and understanding feelings as well
Wig-tying support-Whereneeded, Chapter Five calls for.qealita-
tive reseirch into the composing behavier of individual writere,
especially ot problem w riterA. Such research is needed so as to
discover insights from individuals into the corliposing process, in-

' sights which ran later he extended to larger sathples end tested
in icoptexeof verification. The chapter also suggests methods
for falsifyiog. the theory offered here.

Theestetly concludeswiteproposals for trainipg teachers of-
. Basic Writing and ew a reevisemeteinterdisciplinary compost-

tioe program. While the dissertation takes as its focus
tht Pasig, or probleln writes., tgmederstanclinge presented
hetet iiharld be equally ud4rff tO any teacher or researcher of
writing. , 4
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AN INvVTIGATION OF NEW P 11E TOW 1,ESSONS `41)14
-.. : IMPROVED WRITTEN COMPMTION AT 1711H SECONDARY

SCHOOL LEVEL : Order Nci: 7941405

ROBK4SON,,Constan&' Marie Frazi , Ph.D The'Unlyersity
of Connecticut, 1978.

The Mudy was deeigned to,test the effect of some new rhdto-
. .ilc lessons.on the written exprension of a secendary school

researehNiample. 'The experimental grdup was given eighteen
net fhatorfc lesadas wheel involved pro-writing exercises and

' 6 which taught-stuthints imelede tn their paragraphs ecknoWi- -

edged refit/r helps. These.lessenieseere intended to make as,.ew

1
.

concretts es possitite p.rvceire8 for writing'unified, co-
. herent'petagraphs., The lessbns were based on the premise

, that'Oragrapti unii9 is a function or theopredicate of the topic. ,senteittecanliaddftional inforrd-tion that is clearly releted to
-that pridicate; and on the premise that paragraph coherence
-is,thefunction erre of the subject of the topic sentence which
is includee'hy reference, repetition, or implication in every
sentribee of the-paragraph; second, of the logical arrangement
of införmation within thb paragraph; The resefarch was con-
&feted to begin to answer these questions about thiknew rheto-
ric, lessons: (I) Will the:lessons help students write more ef-
fectively than students who are tauglie by the conventional
method of inetruction? (2) Are these lessons equally as effec-
tive with one language level student as another?

'the research indicated that the experimental group'wrote
paragraphs that werckmore effective than the paragraphs writ-
ten bythe cotitrol group. A careful study of the data further
indicated that the greater effectiveness Of the experimental
paragraphs was eying to superiority in the areas of uMtyt co-

..-heeence, and.conient. As might be expected teen, the expert-
mental paragraphs were somewhat Tore readable than the con-
trol, paragraphs. It is.necessary to note results that revealed
'no irefer effectiveness from the experimental ti6-atinent..
Theseillreas of equivalent effectiveness are general trnerea-

.. sien on educated readers, andsome specific elementd of writ:
.ten expressionlanguage; seri/mare structure, and mechanical
.correctness:. Finally, neither treatment 'was shown more suit-
able it either low-averege - languaglevel or 'to averageelane
guage.level students.

Even though this research presents a streng argement for
teeching inyent ion and arrangement, it 'also presentA a*.st Fong
argument' for teaching st0e. The data reveal thaeto.teash
vention and arrangement is not to teach style. clearly studeets
eeed to undstand the sentence as well as to Onderstand the
paragraph.

ev. .
e

THE EFFECT O'F.,AIPAUXILIARY WRITING SKILLS CEN-
TER UPON THE. WRITING IKPROVEMENT OF FRESHMAN

COLL,VE COMPOSITION STUDENTS
, OrdeeNo. 1060113:

,

. ,

SADLON,..1ohri Alan, Ph:D. Indiana university of Pennsylvania,
1978. 209pp. Chairman: litenilyn SternglasS

This study wae conducted with 11,2 freshman composition
students at Butlericounty Comtnunity Cellege (Pennsylvania)
to determine wheffier experimental students who attended a
supplemental weeity or.bi-weekly individualized conference in.
a wetting skills cei4r in place of one hour of regular tnstrue-

.. tion would s'hpwviegeflifigantly greater improvement dn eoettest
essay and Standaedized test seoree.than would matched control

suWects Who did reit her eecees to a writing skills center. .Y
A supplemental puepoireeee.to identify within the experimental
Troup those students-vto e(tted Vie most from attending a -.
wetting skills center..''

During the study, 11 mental pubjects enrolled in one
section of ,the introducto hman composition eouisetaeght
by a traditional method ( .1 '--no remedial composition, '

... courses are offered et the college) were ceeferenced individu-
ally in the WritingSkills Center by the investigator and his es-
ti-stint nn a minimum of foul' out-of-clfiss papers, and 14 ex-
perGental subjects .enrolled in.the second level freshman
compoeilion oourse taudit by.ii Garrison-type methed (E 102e
werconferie;ced likewise on a.minimuni of foue_out-of-elass
pepere. Other t onferences for these subjects dealt with van--

, pus exercises for-441vidual weaknesses. Matched rontrol sub-
jects stAthese two leVels in ,other sectiops teught by the same
instructOrs -neet as usUal three times per weeek in the chtssroein
with no assistance from the'writing Skills Center.. Pretest and

.
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*posilert (moseys wire idminietered at thibeginnipilaid at the
40: ' mad the a:mester to ail of the subjecthaccording to guidelines

't eempeeted by' Sanders and lAttlefield, and the College Engliah
Inilehmesed Test andan attitude Illwentpry mentioned by Lac4ue
and Sherwood were also utilized as pretests and posttests. At
the mut Of the semester, five experienced teachers rated each

'Oleg **cording to the Diederich Rating Scale. ,

Reaults showed that the expörimenh9 groups did not improVe
siehlticeetly more than did the control froups, although 0 per
gest of the experithental E 101 subjects and' 50 per cent of the

. engerimintal E 102 subjects, representing both Coxes and a
wide rasp of achievement,. attithdes, ages, and pogranis of
study, did improve significantly more than did matched control

. ouh}mitte; this latter finding supported Sanders and Littlefield's
coatestion that significant improvement in writing does take'.
place and can be measured alter a semester's time. Tlie'rs-

,., sults:also indicated that the experimental 0oups improved sub-
_ .

shoats* more (althe E .101 level, .sigrilficantly more) on the
subestitgories of 'Ideas' aixf*Qcganization," which seemingly

, underscored. the Writing:Skills Centeris ability to assist stu-
dolts with prewriting skills when they "dropped in for help.

iftvestigatorconcluded,that a writing 011ie center might .

isol'rench all students who have serious motivational or work-
load problems., but that it might benefi$ various types of stu-
.denteAnot just."skill-deficient" students), perhaps especially
thoelk,who are receptive to such instriiction from the start. ,
The intestigator also advocated referrals for s'ome students' s(
And tht fact thetvroperly administered pre-test" essays. (not
.atandsrdized tests) may be the most accurate diagnostic instru-

.

Recommendations for future studies included the suggestion
'that more tha'n five out!of-class papers.be assigned at the
IC 101 levet, so thai niore supplementary writing skills center
conferences on4aperican.be held, and that larger sample
sizes be utilized in.future studies to verify the 'findings and to

. substantiate how Well writing skills center instructiOn supports
,method of classroom instruction and leVel of instruCtion. It
ivas slap suggested that larkeiSample sizes migh/ better deter-
mine a writing skills center's potential effect upon attrition.

TEACHING WRITING THROUGH AN OPEN-STRUCTURED
.PROGRAM Order No. 7900510.
T1K),MAS, Daniel Mahin, Jr., Ph.D. The yntversity of North .
Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1878. 147pp. Supervisor: R. Sterlhig
Minnie

,

4.

The problem of the'stua'y is thts: Is teaching writing through
. .

a program that combines group process and Open structure if- . .
. fectiee In aclassroom situation? Answers to questions raised

In this study have ramifications for curriculum decisioni,
classroom Methodology, and supervision of teachers.

Thil'atudy replicated an earlier study by William S. Palm,er
In which three shidonts were taught by a Method similar tolthis-

one. Tbelocus of that earlier study was expanded so as to In-
clude-a class of twenty-two stddente. For tukenty-five lessons
this OW received instruction in1composItion by working in .
era*i as-they wrote, read, disofssed, end revised their own
end.thelr peers'.compositions. Special emphasis was placed i
ow th4i image, placemen't, and frequency of the additive elemeik, .

the free modifier, in the siudefits' sentences; and these els-, ...."-.

INIentrwere compared and analyzed for the,pre- and post \
tor each student. ,

4II a' result of the treatment, the students' use of frekrithdli,,,
Here was corisiderably Increased. They also composed. : " '%..),`

. cumulative ientences in which free modifiers occupy the f 141/P',Y ,, .
position. Furthermore, they increased thief degree of'aturadh
of MN nuidiflers per T-unit in their writing. This suggests 9^ "
AA this program Is a realistic, viable alternative' for teaching- -

, writind. Whether or not it ill more effective than other methods
s *of teaehlnkwrIting is a point of departure for more research. ,
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Copies of the dissertations may'beobtainea by addressing
your request to:

University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road.
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